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Church History Turning Points: The Council of Chalcedon (451) 

“We, then, following the holy Fathers, all with one consent, teach people to confess one and the same Son, our 

Lord Jesus Christ, the same perfect in Godhead and also perfect in manhood; truly God and truly man, of a 

reasonable [rational] soul and body; consubstantial (homoousios) with the Father according to the Godhead, and 

consubstantial with us according to the Manhood; in all things like unto us, without sin; begotten before all ages 

of the Father according to the Godhead, and in these latter days, for us and for our salvation, born of the Virgin 

Mary, the Mother of God (theotokos), according to the Manhood; one and the same Christ, Son, Lord, only 

begotten, to be acknowledged in two natures, inconfusedly, unchangeably, indivisibly, inseparably; the distinction 

of natures being by no means taken away by the union, but rather the property of each nature being preserved, 

and concurring in one Person (prosopon) and one Subsistence (hypostasis), not parted or divided into two 

persons, but one and the same Son, and only begotten God, the Word, the Lord Jesus Christ; as the prophets 

from the beginning [have declared] concerning Him, and the Lord Jesus Christ Himself has taught us, and the 

Creed of the holy Fathers [i.e. Nicene] has handed down to us.” 

 

[Table from Noll, Turning Points] 
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Key quotes from Noll, Mark A. Turning Points: Decisive Moments in the History of Christianity, chp. 3: 

“Chalcedon’s answer to these questions… has stood the test of time: Jesus was “one person” 

consisting of “two natures.” 

“The Council of Chalcedon was an important event— and a critical turning point— in the 

history of Christianity both because it clarified orthodox Christian teaching and also because 

of the way that it accomplished that clarification.” 

“Chalcedon was a threefold triumph:  

1. a triumph of sound doctrine over error in the church,  

2. a triumph of Christian catholicity over cultural fragmentation, and  

3. a triumph of discriminating theological reasoning over the anti-intellectual dismissal 

of philosophy on the one hand, and over a theological capitulation to philosophy on 

the other.” 

“Leo’s response to Flavian, which is referred to as his Tome, took a forthright position on the 

Christological question— Jesus was a single “person” with two “natures.” Roots of this 

wording went back to Tertullian, but Leo here amplified them with careful grounding in 

Scripture and careful application to the present quarrels. As had Athanasius in the debate 

over Christ’s divinity, Leo emphasized how much the question of the humanity and divinity 

of Christ bore directly on the hope of salvation.” 

“The intramural theological quarrelling that followed Chalcedon in the eastern part of the 

Christian world had one particularly unfortunate long-term consequence. That quarrelling, 

when compounded by acrimony between the churches that accepted Chalcedon and those 

that did not, constituted one of the factors that weakened Christianity in that region and so 

prepared the way for the triumph of Islam, sweeping out of Arabia in the mid-seventh 

century.” 

“here it is important to note both the success of East and West in reaching agreement on 

the person of Christ and the continuing disengagement of style and authority that pointed 

toward the Great Schism.” 

“Getting questions right about the person of Christ was important because Christ and what 

he did were of immeasurable importance.” 

“Chalcedon was a problem of translation…  

The words ousia, hypostasis, substantia, and persona do not appear in Scripture as technical 

terms, and the Bible has very little direct connection to the conceptual worlds in which these 

terms arose and acquired their own intellectual history. Yet Chalcedon showed that the 

message of God becoming incarnate to effect the salvation of his people was a message that 

could be heard distinctly, adequately, and powerfully in precisely these extra-scriptural 

terms and within that non-Judaic intellectual milieu. 

For the history of Christian doctrine, Chalcedon was thus vitally important in two ways. It 

represented a wise, careful, and balanced restatement of scriptural revelation. And it also 

represented successfully the translation of biblical revelation into another conceptual 

language.” 
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Resources: 

 An Introduction to Cyril of Alexandria (Daniel Hames) 

 Cyril’s Second Letter to Nestorius 

 Leo’s Tome (against Eutyches) 

 C. FitzSimons Allison, The Cruelty of Heresy, ch. 5-8 

 Wikipedia on Council of Chalcedon 

 New Advent on Council of Chalcedon 

 

http://www.uniontheology.org/resources/doctrine/jesus/an-introduction-to-cyril-of-alexandria
http://www.earlychurchtexts.com/public/cyrilofalex_second_letter_to_nestorius.htm
http://www.earlychurchtexts.com/public/leo_tome.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_of_Chalcedon
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/03555a.htm

